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ABSTRACT

An amalgam of LP and "q is·a Banach space (LP , "q) (G)

(1 ~ p, q ~~) of (classes of) functions on a locally compact abelian

group G which belong locally to LP and globally to "q. Similarly,

the space of unbounded measures of type q is a Banach space Mq(G)

(1 ~ q ~~) of unbounded measures which belong locally to the space of

bounded, regular, Borel measures on G and globally to "q.

The Fourier transform of funcions in (LP, "q) and measures in

Mq is defined to be a linear functional on the subspace Ac(G) of the

Fourier algebra A(G), and its relation with other known definitions

of Fourier transforms is established.

We introduce the space of strong resonance class of fun~tions

relative to the test space <I>
q

and find its relation with respect to

the linear space generated by the positive definite funcions for

q . 1
(L , " ).

We generalize known results for amalgam spaces on the real line

spaces

to locally

LP

compact ~lian groups, extend some results in the theory of

to amal~ams and develop a theory of multipliers for amalgam

spaces and spaces of unbounded measures of type q.
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INTRODUCTION

Briefly, an amalgam of LP and £q is a Banach space

(LP, £q)(G) (1 < p, q ~ 00) of,measurable (classes of) functions on a

locally compact abelian group' G which belong locally to LP and have

£q behavior at infinity.

Several authors have introduced special cases of amalgams dur-

ing the last half century. Among others N. Wiener [54], P. Szeptycki

[53], T. S. Liu, A. van,Rooij and J. K. Wang [42], H. E. K~pgstad [39]

and H. G. Feichtinger [23]. (For a historical background of amalgams

see [27]).

The first system&tic study of amalgams on the real line was,'

undertaken by F. Holland [34] and'their generalization to locally com-

pact groups was done independently by J. P. Bertrandias, C. Datry and

C. Dupuis [8]~ J. Stewart [49], and R. C. Bushy and H. A. Smith [12].

In Section 1 we give their definitions and prove that they are equiva-

lent.

J. Stewart's definition suits best our needs and we use it

throughout tre work.

The study of amalgam spaces leads to the study of the Banach

space Mq (1 ~ q ~'oo) of.unbounded,measures'of type q. The particular

case Moo. has been studied by L. Argabright and J. Gil de Lamadrid [1] •

•In Chapter I we study the properties of duality and reflexivity

of (LP, £q), density and translation invariance of (LP• £q) and M.
< q

1



and the product and convolution operations on (LP, ~q) and M.
q

Chapter II is about the Fourier transform of functions in

and measures in

2

In Section 5 we study the Fourier transform of functions in

(LP, ~q) for 1 < P ~~, 1 ~ q < 2 following Holland's ideas in [34].

In Section 6 we give W. Bloom's definition of the Fourier

transform of functions in (L
P, ~q) for 1 < P ~~, 2 < q < ~ and

extend his definition to measures in Mq (1 ~ q ~ ~). This approach is

different from. that of Bertrandias and Dupuis [7], ana-Feichtinger [25].

We study the relation between the Fourier transform of unbound-

ed measures of type q and the Fourier transform of transformable mea-

sures as it was defined by Argabright and Gil de Lamadrid in [1].,

The next thing we try to do is to generalize to locally compact

abelian groups some of Holland's results that appeared in [34] and [35].-

In Section 7 we give Simon's generalization of Cesaro summa-

bility for locall~ compact abelian groups and study some of its proper-

ties related to amalgams in or~er to generalize Theorem 9 of [34].

• In Section 8 we introduce the space SR(~q) (1 ~ q ~~) of

functions strongly resonant relative to the test space ~q based on

Holland's definition of the space R(~q) (1 ~ q ~~) of functions

resonant relative to ~ We prove (Theorem 8.20) that < P(Lq '. ~1) >
q

for 1 ~ q < 2 • <P(L2 , ~1) > is equal to

is included in < P(Lq', ~1) > for 2 < q ~ ~ •

is dense in SR(~q)

... SR(~2) and SR(<I>q)

where < P(Lq '. ~1) > is the linear space generated by the space of

positive definite functions for
q' 1 '

(L ; ~ ). Also we give a representa-
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tion of functions in SR(<I> ) (l ~ q < 2) in terms of th~ Fourier trans-
q ••

form of measures of type q (Theorem 8.25). This representation is sim-
J

ilar to the one given by F. Holland in [35].

An important aspect of the theory of amalgam spaces is that th~

LP(G) spaces are particular cases of amalgams. This opens immediately

the possibility. of extending known results in the theory of LP spaces

to amalgams. Chapters IV and V are in this direction.

J. J. F. Fournier [12, Theorems 1 and 2] proved that:

a) If G is not discrete and E is not locally null then for 1 < P < 2

LPAJE'~ U Lq(E).
q>p'

b) If G is not compact and 1 ~ p ~ 2 then

LP(G)A ~ U Lq(G):'
q<p'

A

c) If G is neither compact nor discrete.and 1 < P < 2 then

LP(G)A ~ U Lq(G).
qh'

In Chapter IV we prove the following.
A

A) If G is not discrete and. E is not locally null then for 1 < p ~ 2

(L
oo

, iP)A 1E ~ U {Lq, ioo)(E).·
, q>p'

B) If G' is not compact and 1 ~ p < 2 then

(LP, i 1)(G)A ~ U. (L1, iq)(G).
q<p'

C) If
A

G is neither compact nor discrete and then



-

00

l!,p) (LP, l!,1) 'PSince (L , and are proper 5ubspaces of L

L
q (i.q , 00 1 l!,q)for 1 < p < 00 and is a proper subspace of l!, ), (L ,~ ,

/

(L 1 ,for 1 < q < 00 and (Lq , l!,oo) n l!,q) for 1 < q < 00 , A) , B) , C)
~

extend a), b), c) respectively.

Chipter V is about the theory of multipliers for amalgam spaces

4

and spaces of unbounded measures of type. q.

If A and B are any amalgam space

I

or any spaces Of~Ure?
Mq 'tnen we define M(A,B) ~to be the linear space of multipliers from

A to B (continuous linear operators from A to B which commute

with translations).

If 'A is (LP , l!,1) (l."- p ."-00), (Co' l!,l) or M1 and B is as

a~ove then c-M(A,B) is the linear space of convolution multipliers

from A to B (continuous linear operators from A to B which

commute with convolution). In this case we establish an inclusion rela-

tion between M(A,B) ~nd c-M(A,B). For some A and B we prove that

M(A,B) is equal to c-M(A,B).

We also look for a characterization of the elements I of

M(A,B) or c-M(A,B) of the type:

(1) For all f £ A, Tf' • ).l*f fora unique ).l in some linear space.

(2) For all f £ A, (If) = tpf for a unique 4l in some linear
A

theFouri~rspace, where (If) and f are transforms of If
" :;.;,

and f respectively.

If A· L1(G) 'and B

'('

is any amalgam space or any spaceMq

then the characterizations (1) and (2) of elements of
1

c-M(L ,B) hold
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and they are equivalent when B is equal to (LP, £q) (l < p, q :':. ~)",

q p q - 1
£ ), (L • co). (L , £ )

1
£ ) (Section 13).

1
(1 < q < 00), (L ,

If A ~ M1 and B is any amalgam space or any space Mq then"

the characterizations (1) and (2) of elements of c-M(A,B) hold and are

and (2) hold for elements of

equivalent (Section 14).
00

If B" ~ L and A is equal to

(Coo £1) then the characterizations (1)
" 00

(LP , £q)M(A,L ); if A is equal to (1
p

< p, q < 00), (L , co)

(1 < p < 00), (L1, £q) (1 < q ~ 00) or (Co' £q) (1 ~ q ~ 00) then (l) holds

00
for the elements of M(A,L) (Section 15).

Finally in Section 16 we prove (Theorem 16.11) that if A is

equal to (LP, £1) (1 ~ P ~ 00) or (Co, £1) and B is any amalgam space

or any space of unbounded measures of type q then the characterizations

(1) and (2) for elements of c-M(A,B) hold and are equivalent.

This implies a characterizatio~ for elements of M(A,B) (A, B

atly amalgam space· or any space Mq) simily to (1) and (2). Specifically,
r .

A contains an algebra SA such that for T in M(A,B) there exist

unique jJ and <p in some linear spaces such that Tf - lJ"'f and
~ ~

(Tf) -<pi for all f E: SA (Theorem 16.18).



,

CHAPTER I

•
We begin this chapter by introdu~ing the notation we will use

throughout the whole work.

For a locally compact compact group G with Haar measure m,

LP(G) = LP, I:::. p < "', will be, as usual, the Banach space of measur

able (classes of) functions f such that JG I·f (x) Ip dm(x) is finite

and '"L (G) '"= L will be the Banach space of measurable (classes of)

functions which are essentially bounded. For a subset E of G the

quantity sup If(x)1
E

will mean ess sup If(x) I.
E

The integration of a measurable function f on G will be al-

will denote the linear space of contin-

IG f (x) dm(x)

Cc(G) = Cc ' Co(G)~~

ways with respect to

stead of

m and we might write or f f(x) dx in-

Uous functions on G, which have compact support, vanish at infinity,

respectively.

The characteristic function of a subset E of G will be denoted

If J is a linear space of functions on G then J c ' J loc will

be the set of functions f in J' such that f has compact support, f

restricted to any compact subset E of G, that is, fXE • fiE belongs

to J. For any subset E of G, JIE = {fiE If ~ J}.



By a measure ~ on G we will mean a complex-valued set func-

tion on G which locally is a 'complex measure. That is, for any compact

subset E of G, ~E(B). ~(BnE) is a complex measure as in [43,

Chapter 6].

This is consistent with the functional approach ..of Bourbaki be

cause the functio~ ~(f),·!f d~1 ~ !E f d~E (f E Cc(G) with support

&) is a continuous linear functional on Cc(G) topologized as the in-
$

ternal inductive limit of the spaces CE(G) ~ {f E Cc(G) I supp feE}.

V(G) will denote the linear space of (Radon) measures on G.

We will use additive notation for the operation on abelian

groups and its identity will be denoted by O.

~

If G is the dual group of G then for x E G We will write

[x,x] instead of x(x) (x E G).

The differen~e of two sets A, B will be denoted by A ~ B,

that is, A ~ B • {x E AI x ~ B}.

If f is a function on G then ,f', f will be the functions

7

on,G defined by f'(x)· fe-xl,

If ~ is a measure on G

LP(I~I).

f(x) ~ fe-xl,

p
then L (~)

)

respectively.

will always mean
































































































































































































































































































































































































































